
LetSoul Style Gifting Guide 

LetSoul ~ we believe life is a gift and gifting is an art.   We also believe words 

are Powerful... Timeless words of love, inspiration, prosperity ~ virtually all 

our history, and past generations of families ~ would be forgotten if not for the 

enduring power of the written word.  The simplicity and elegance of a 

handwritten note that captures gratitude, inspires and speaks to your heart is 

invaluable. 

 
Here we share 5 simple ways to upgrade your soul and ease into new holiday 

season - stronger, financially healthier and happier ~ simply by gifting the gift 

of the written word LetSoul style.  You may think of this upgrade kind of like 

making a decision to wear Louboutin shoe... of course all without the 

exuberant cost.  

  

 

  



  

Presentation.  Elegance.  Style. 

It is what we do.  

Here are 5 ways to gift LetSoul style: 

  

1.  Gratitude Note Card Gift Set makes it perfect gift for anyone who has 

inspired you or simply been there for you - mail it or personally deliver it to 

make it the one gift that stands out  

 

  



2.  Write out gratitude note card capturing a moment shared with your 

loved one and pair it with their favorite beverage, book or simply by itself  

  

3.  Write down gratitude note card for each child and capture one moment 

in a month witnessing something special they have done, said or grown 

through  

Child you may think... yes... while it may not mean a lot to them now, 

holding onto the cards written will make it beyond meaningful gift once 

grown and venturing on their own.. 

Reminder - date the card....  

  



4.  Pair our LetSoul bookmark with a special book 

 

 

5.  Write down LetSoul gratitude note card to ANYONE who you have 

witnessed going through difficult time... simply reminding them they 

matter... 

   

  

 Voila, you have sprinkled the season with Love, Peace 

and Gratitude....  


